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You are the voice. We are the Echo.
Since 1913
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The prayer chapel in Sickler Hall has reopened after construction through the summer. 
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The small prayer chapel in Sickler 
Hall has been rebranded and reno-
vated over the summer.
Called a “hidden gem” on campus, 
the chapel was closed in early June 
and remained under construction 
throughout the summer months. It 
has recently been reopened for stu-
dent and staff use. The historic chap-
el, located on the first floor of Sickler 
Hall, has been renamed as the Clyde 
Meredith Prayer Chapel.
Previously in the space, there was 
soft lighting, a basin for feet wash-
ing and a depiction of Jesus with two 
pierced hands and a crown of thorns. 
Student art and notes of prayers 
lined the walls along with couches 
holding journals full of requests or 
anonymous confessions about cer-
tain walks of life. The space was not 
limited to just students, as alumni 
and parents would also join in writ-
ing praises, requests and needs.
There were previously five pews 
in the hall, but renovations brought 
five newly constructed pews, one 
chair from Campus Pastor Jon Ca-
vanagh’s office and a second con-
structed to match. According to 
Special Assistant to the President 
Ron Sutherland, there are plans of 
adding a small sound system. Other 
considerations include a podium, a 
small table and a kneeling area.
“When President Haines came 
(into office,) we saw the prayer chap-
el had gotten less formal and had 
gotten a little more (home-y) version 
of the space,” Sutherland said. “He re-
membered it as a pretty substantial 
space from our alumni’s perspective.”
Most of the changes that were 
made to the chapel were done for 
alumni, to restore the area they 
might have known during their time 
on campus. Sutherland relayed it was 
not a space just for alumni and can 
be utilized by current students and 
staff, but the goal of the renovations 
was to create a sense of connection 
for past students who may return to 
campus to visit.
The journals and prayer slips 
which students wrote on previous-
ly have been stored in the archives. 
There are five journals which will 
currently be available for students 
to write prayer requests.
“We had a little bit of a conver-
sation about what to do with that 
material because a lot of it is very 
personal,” Sutherland said. There 
were concerns of students taking 
photos or uploading journal entries 
to social media, which could break 
the solitude and anonymity of the en-
tries. “(The journals are) a little more 
protected and preserved. They’re not 
lost, simply a little more controlled 
in terms of access.”
The new namesake of the site is 
Clyde Meredith, a university presi-
dent in the ’50s. According to Direc-
tor of Media Relations Jim Garringer, 
Meredith was the one who set aside 
the space in Sickler to be used as an 
area of reflection and coming to God 
for students. According to Suther-
land, Meredith was the first presi-
dent to give Taylor accreditation and 
the Meredith family was one of the 
project’s largest donors. The renam-
ing was an opportunity to honor him.
The renovations came as a shock 
to some students who have mixed 
feelings overall. Those who frequent-
ed it to find peace and solitude must 
now confront the fact that the space 
has changed.
Official student representation
can do something about what the 
student body thinks.”
Members of Represent will take 
the questions and topics brought 
to them by administrators and talk 
to other students about them, then 
take the feedback and ideas they 
heard back to administration. Stu-
dents can also bring concerns to 
their senators, and questions or 
problems that are bigger than Stu-
dent Senate’s scope can be brought 
forward in Represent. Topics being 
discussed in Represent that can 
be publicly shared will be spread 
through the TSO newsletter, the 
News of the Day and word of mouth.
For students who wish to find 
their senators, photos of senators 
will be put up in dorm lobbies soon, 
or students can contact Antezana. 
Students with questions or interest 




invitation-only basis. The intention 
is to create a safe, closed environ-
ment for small “round table” groups 
with two hours of structured con-
versation, with one discussion-fa-
cilitating student and one recording 
student in each group.
One goal of Represent is to empow-
er Student Senate and increase sena-
tors’ visibility on campus. The group 
consists largely of student-elected 
officials, including senators and ICC 
members. Riggenbach, who is also 
a student senator, wants to see ICC 
fully take on what it means to be an 
elected official and realize that being 
a leader matters.
“Represent is pertinent to stu-
dents having a voice and having a 
voice that’s not only present, but is 
heard,” Riggenbach said. “How do 
we take people who are elected and 
make it truly true to its name? Being 
an elected official, make it mean that 
you represent the student body, and 
you represent them to people (who) 
“We want to ensure that our stu-
dents have a voice,” Oh said.
According to Oh and Nemni, Rep-
resent was founded this year by a 
group of leaders called the Fram-
ers. These leaders are Oh, Nemni, 
Abram Stamper, ICC President Mar-
guerite Riggenbach, Student Senate 
President Renee Antezana and two 
OIP representatives to be selected by 
the existing Framers and Director of 
Intercultural Programs Felicia Case.
“Represent exists to share sto-
ries that promote understanding 
of the many lenses through which 
students are looking at different is-
sues,” according to Represent’s mis-
sion statement.
Director of Student Programs 
Steve Austin and previous student 
body presidents planned for this 
group, according to Oh and Nemni. 
Attempts at forming the group fell 
through last year.
Meetings are private and at-
tended solely by students on an 
Student leader 
feedback group soon 
to be in session
Emily Rachelle Russell
Staff Writer
A new group of student representa-
tives and leaders called Represent 
will discuss communication and 
feedback between administration 
and students at their first meeting 
on Monday, Sept. 18.
Represent is focused on being 
“proactive, not reactive,” accord-
ing to Student Body President Chin 
Ai Oh and Vice President Noah 
Nemni. The group consists of Oh, 
Nemni, Student Senate, members 
of Inter-Class Council, members 
of the Office of Intercultural Pro-
grams and the Taylor Student Orga-
nization executive cabinet, which 
is made up of the presidents of each 
TSO cabinet.
“I loved the history that was in it. 
I’m really excited to go back and see 
it, (but) there’s mixed emotions,” se-
nior Rachael Schwulst said. “The 
fact that they’re even giving it the 
thought; it’s kind of the forgotten 
prayer chapel with the new one now. 
I’m hoping with the renovations peo-
ple will not just view it as the sketchy 
old prayer chapel but like a beautiful 
space, a sacred space.”
“The fact that they’re even 
giving it the thought; it’s 
kind of the forgotten prayer 
chapel with the new one 
now.
Other students who came there 
found a challenge in finding peace 
amongst the various notebooks, 
journals, art and paper, and are 
relieved to see a new structured 
format of the building. Senior 
Katherine Hiegel said the new lay-
out is an improvement because of 
how cluttered the chapel was and 
how the space showed wear from 
old age.
Yet not all responses from stu-
dents are positive. According to se-
nior Alexandra Kane, the changes 
of the chapel were so dramatic that 
she cried.
“It’s very cookie-cutter, (like 
someone) copied and pasted a chap-
el and put it into a place that used 
to be a prayer haven,” Kane said. 
“It was a private, sacred, timeless 
place. It doesn’t have that warm feel 
that I so desperately craved all the 
ups and downs of my college career.”
Chief of Police Jeff Wallace con-
firmed the chapel will be open for 
student and staff accessibility be-
fore 7 a.m. and close at 2 a.m.
echo@taylor.edu
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“This season, the library is implementing new staff 
procedures, payment processes and room layout changes 
to improve overall student experience.”
Revamping the stacks
B r i n g i n g  G r a c e
Photograph by Riley Hochstetler




Grace United Methodist Church has 
brought in a new director of student 
ministry and Senior Pastor to foster 
new youth ministry that is not con-
fined to the four walls of a church.
“Our idea about change for the fu-
ture really fits our DNA of commu-
nity service,” Senior Pastor Ronald 
Branson said. Since becoming se-
nior pastor in July, Branson has been 
working tirelessly to bring about a 
change in the local community.
Seeing that the newer genera-
tion wants everything to be more 
personal, the church is trying a 
different approach to minister 
to millennials.
During the contemporary service, 
instead of preaching, the church is 
going with a discussion-orientated 
role and more personable role. Ac-
cording to Bryan Lloyd, the new di-
rector of student ministry, students 
don’t want to be preached at, or else 
they are going to shut down.
“I want to grow as a church, to see 
the kingdom grow and relationship 
in community that is inclusive. We 
want to reach all of Blackford Coun-
ty, but in a different way,” Lloyd said.
Lloyd has three goals in place. 
First, he wants students to be con-
sistent in their attendance. Next, 
he wants to spiritually nurture 
students by being a part of their 
everyday lives, not just on Sun-
day mornings. Finally, he wants to 
reach students that will not enter 
a church building. Youth ministries 
are being done off-site to attract 
students who will not come onto 
church property.
Grace’s Christian Outdoor Minis-
try Experience (C.O.M.E.), teaches 
young people, whose hobby is hunt-
ing, how to hunt and fish while in-
stilling Christian values. Rich Hill 
teaches hunter safety to inexperi-
enced youth from the ages of 11 to 
17 years old, along with 20 to 30 
year old adult guides. Each student 
is paired up with a guide who they 
will hunt with. During the process 
of hunting, the guides will do a de-
votional with students. “The goal is 
to train the youth about God’s cre-
ation and show them ways to ben-
efit from it and how to treat it,” said 
Grace’s website.
Hope House is a large addiction 
recovery ministry, which Grace 
hosts. Lloyd, who made the decision 
to join Grace after seeing this min-
istry, found it interesting to see a 
church loving on those who struggle 
with a drug addiction. Those who 
struggle with a drug addiction face 
a long and hard road, one filled with 
judgements. To him, it was great to 
see a church welcome people strug-
gling with addiction and love them.
For a number of years, Grace has 
supported an outreach worship ser-
vice that met in the local elementary 
The IT Tech Express desk is the hot place for technology help and learning experience. 
Need weekend plans? Upcoming local events







9/10 4 p.m.-5 p.m.
Studio Recital
 Main Street United 
Methodist Church 
Muncie
school, called New Community. It 
has recently moved inside Grace’s 
facility at the corner of Highways 3 
and 26 in Hartford City. According 
to Branson, this worship service is 
reinventing itself as a different kind 
of contemporary experience that 
will be the launch pad for future 
church planting.
“We would love to connect with 
Taylor students through the many 
opportunities available to help,” 
Branson said. “Many years ago, I 
was inspired by a Taylor youth who 
came to my school through Young-
Life, so I know firsthand the power 
of students to do good and share the 
message of Jesus.”
Grace wants Taylor students to 
become a part of their youth min-
istry by joining the church as they 
build the New Community worship 
experience. Lloyd knows youth will 
want to have college students as 
leaders because they have relat-
able experiences. Lloyd encourag-
es Taylor students to help with small 
groups and big events. Students are 
also encouraged to serve in worship 
if they are musically talented and 
in children’s ministry if they have a 
passion for children.
Grace United Methodist Church 
is located at 312 W. Washington St. 
Hartford City, IN. The traditional 
service is at 10 a.m. and the contem-
porary service is at 11:15 a.m. More 
information can be found at their 
website, graceumch.org.
echo@taylor.edu 









The start of the new school year 
brings many departmental changes 
amongst numerous majors, and that 
includes Zondervan Library. This 
season, the library is implementing 
new staff procedures, payment pro-
cesses and room layout changes to 
improve overall student experience.
One of the most blatant changes 
is the movement of the IT depart-
ment into the library, now named 
the Tech Express, taking over the 
old Technology and Learning Con-
nection (TNLC) desk. The Tech 
Express provides students with net-
work connectivity, email support, 
device troubleshooting, printing, 
laminating and class projects.
The Tech Express desk has adapt-
ed new responsibilities as well. The 
register which was previously lo-
cated at the checkout desk is now 
held at the Tech Express. When 
purchasing paper or laminations, 
payment can only be made at the 
Tech Express. According to Circu-
lation Desk and Serials Coordina-
tor Jan King, if a student needs to 
pay a library fine they confirm the 
cost with the checkout desk, then 
go to the Tech Express to make a 
payment, then take the receipt to 
the checkout desk for the payment 
to be resolved and recorded in the 
library’s system.
The checkout desk still holds oth-
er equipment for students to take 
out of the library, such as laptops, 
projectors and recording devices. 
Though the Tech Express has the 
register, coffee is still available for 
purchase at the checkout desk, but 
payment must be made at the Tech 
Express desk. King also confirmed 
that purchases may only be made 
while the Tech Express is open. The 
East African famine 
brought to light
Contributor
We have all heard our moms say, 
“Don’t waste your food; there’s a 
child starving in Africa” and felt the 
tears sting our eyes after watching 
a video about hungry orphans. The 
numbers that seem to be followed 
by never ending zeroes overwhelm 
us and we give up hope in ever being 
able to make a change. What if, 
rather than avoiding the issue and 
the depressing thoughts paired with 
it, we face it head on and learned the 
real factors behind the hunger in 
East Africa.
This very moment in the countries 
of Somalia, Yemen, South Sudan and 
Kenya millions are facing ravaging 
famine and drought. These paired 
with chronic impoverishment and 
conflict, result in malnutrition 
spreading like a highly contagious 
disease. If near death from starvation 
is not bad enough, the people of 
Yemen are facing a dangerous 
and rapidly spreading outbreak of 
cholera. 
 
Tech Express is open when the li-
brary is open, except for Saturday 
when they close at 5 p.m.
“There have been some sched-
uling conflicts where the library 
is open and the Tech Express isn’t; 
we’re not fully qualified to answer 
technology questions,” Research As-
sistant and senior Kait Bedel said. 
“It’s gonna take some getting used 
to, but once we’re used to the chang-
es and we’re finished transitioning, 
I think the changes will be benefi-
cial overall.”
The library has incorporated 
many changes in the layout of the 
building itself. Zondervan 142 was 
built to act as a library instruction 
classroom and is located on the first 
level. 
“It’s gonna take some       
getting used to, but once 
we’re used to the changes 
and we’re finished transi-
tioning, I think the changes 
will be beneficial overall.”
 
“The main intent for ZON 142 
is use by librarians for our 100+ 
classroom research sessions each 
year,” Assistant Director and Re-
search Assistant Lana Wilson said. 
“When not in use by librarians for 
our 100+ classroom research ses-
sions each year,” Assistant Direc-
tor and Research Assistant Lana 
Wilson said. “When not in use by 
 Bree Bailey
Imagine being the parent of four 
kids in Yemen and you suspect one 
of them contracted cholera. Due 
to your lack of finances, you must 
choose between watching your 
own child wither in the clutches of 
this disease or allowing your three 
other children to waste away from 
starvation. These type of life or 
death decisions are made daily in 
this country as people fight to stay 
alive.
 
New ways are being pioneered 
which are proving more effective 
in truly uprooting this problem. 
For example, Jeff and Heidi Reed 
from Indiana educated locals in 
East Africa on improved farming 
techniques and nutritious crops 
naturally growing there. The 
organization Oxfam is currently 
working to fight emergency 
situations in East Africa and saving 
thousands through importing clean 
water and food as well as educating 
the locals on proper sanitation 
practices.
 
Other organizations such as 
World Vision, Heifer International 
and Feeding America are ceaselessly 
on the lookout for volunteers and 
professionals willing to join the 
battle. Whether that is through 
fundraising, brainstorming, event 
planning, or even taking knowledge 
to Africa, all skills are needed. 
Simply searching the names of 
any of these previously listed will 
connect you with all the needed 
information to join the fight.
 
Hunger in Africa is not simply a 
lack of agricultural expertise. This 
issue is tied to corrupt politics, 
discrimination and ignorance. 
It is easy to simply donate to 
missionaries and big organizations 
then move on with your life. 
However, without social workers, 
lawyers, artists, doctors, you name 
it-poverty and hunger plaguing 
Eastern Africa will continue to 
devour innocent lives. The change 
begins when we stop viewing 
starvation as a part of life and begin 
viewing it as an injustice that we 
must face head on.
Bree Bailey is a Professional 
Writing major with passion for 
international relations. She will be 
writing a column bi-weekly for the 
semester. She will offer global news 
with a special Taylor tie. Stay tuned 
for more journalistic coverage. 
echo@taylor.edu
library faculty for these teaching 
sessions, the room may be reserved 
by faculty and staff. . . One change 
we hope to accomplish is to rein-
vigorate our classroom research 
training through a much more ap-
pealing environment for students 
that facilitates group engagement 
and interactivity.”
According to King, Zondervan is 
making strides this year to encour-
age friendliness and an all around 
positive atmosphere when patrons 






“I know I always go to you when-
ever I get in trouble,” Blevins said. “If 
you’re real, I need you.”
On Dec. 10, 2015, right there in the 
shower, Blevins was touched. Prior to 
his shower, he had anxiety disorder, 
carpal tunnel, back disease and all 
kinds of problems. And God healed 
him of everything. He hasn’t been sick 
since that day.
With his court date in six months, 
Blevins went home. His family did 
not disown him, but welcomed 
him, but they were concerned 
for his health. On Jan. 3, 2016, he 
started going to a church program 
called “Thinking for a change,” and 
they met everyday for 90 days. On 
March 6, 2016, he was baptized.
Soon after, Blevins accepted a chal-
lenge to read aloud John 14-17 every-
day for 21 days. With this challenge, 
he formed a relationship with Jesus.
After six months of being clean, 
Blevins showed up for his court 
date. Before the session started, he 
found 50 people and five pastors 
came with him in court, laid their 
hands on him and prayed with him. 
His lawyer asked for house arrest in 
the state, but prosecution wanted 
him to go to prison for three years 
with an additional three years on 
house arrest.
After the judge reviewed his case, 
he allowed Blevins to write his own 
prescription for his recovery. He re-
quested six years of house arrest, 
which the judge gave him. He start-
ed his house arrest sentence in June 
2016, which means he is able to go to 
work, church, Bible study, recovery 
meetings and has two hours a week 
for errands.
After his court date, he began a 
ministry called Hope House, and 
their mission is to give hope to 
those who are struggling with life 
and addiction. They meet in the 
Grace United Methodist Church 
in Hartford City. Blevins has also 
shared his story for more than 20 
different churches.
After Joe on the Go started, one 
of the business leaders contacted 
Blevins with a job offer. He happened 
to be a high school friend of Blevins’, 
and this friend had been watching 
Blevins on Facebook for a year. He 
liked Blevins so much that eventual-
ly he made him manager of the new 
location in Upland.
“I’m here in this world for a minute,” 
Blevins said. “I want to expand God’s 
kingdom and give him all the glory 
as much as I can. I’m a vessel to be 
used by him.”
Blevins is now the general manag-
er of both locations in Upland and 
Portland, Indiana. Blevins loves to 
meet new people and share his sto-
ry with his customers. Whenever you 
take a trip to Joe on the Go, ask if Bri-
an Blevins is there. He eagerly awaits 
to tell you his story one coffee cup at 
a time.
echo@taylor.eduPhotograph by Hannah Bolds




People line the streets as horses, fire 
trucks and floats meander down 
Main Street in downtown Upland. 
Smiles and candy are all around as 
the community comes out to cele-
brate. The marching band and trac-
tors entertain as the town of Upland 
— decked in red, white and blue 
American flags — celebrates Labor 
Day with a festival that has been go-
ing on for the past 71 years.
Each year, the Upland Lions Club 
puts on a Labor Day festival. This 
year, it started Saturday, Sept. 2 
and ended Monday evening, Sept. 
4. The festival included annual ac-
tivities such as a chicken noodle 
dinner, ice cream social, car show, 
yard sales and a parade,  as well 
as some new activities such as a 
greenway bicycle repair and a fire-
works display at the Upland Lions 
Club grounds.
On Monday at 8 a.m., the Upland 
and Taylor community participat-
ed in a 5K run/walk. Freshman Tay-
lor Burns and sophomore Hudson 
Taylor ran the 5K through Upland 
I am a vessel
Photograph by Hannah Bolds
 Children and families enjoy receiving candy during the Upland Labor Day parade.
Building community at the 
Upland Labor Day Festival
Brian Blevins impacting 
people one coffee 
cup at a time
Braden Ochs 
Features Editor
 Joe on the Go, the new coffee shop 
for Upland, adds another option for 
bonding. The well-priced coffee, wel-
coming atmosphere and the close 
proximity to Taylor’s campus are 
things to cherish.
Brian Blevins, general manager at 
Joe on the Go, loves to meet new peo-
ple and share his story, a story includ-
ing his ankle bracelet. While some feel 
shame toward house arrest, Blevins 
sees it as an opportunity to share 
his story.
Blevins grew up in Hartford City 
with good parents and a good fam-
ily. His parents raised him Pen-
tecostal. He didn’t have with a 
relationship with Jesus. He did well 
in school and was class president at 
Blackford High School. Senior year, 
Blevins started to hang out with 
the wrong crowd. He experimented 
with marijuana, alcohol and over-
the-counter medication. His grades 
started to slip, and he didn’t do well 
on the SAT.
By age 19, Blevins was selling drugs 
and making more cash than his fa-
ther, who worked at General Mo-
tors in Marion. He had been arrested 
many times, but never spent time 
in prison.
On Nov. 24, 2015, he experienced 
his last arrest. Instead of visiting 
family for Thanksgiving and his 
father’s birthday, he went to In-
dianapolis to get drugs for the holi-
days. According to Blevins, it got to 
the point where he was physically 
dependent on drugs.
When he got back to Hartford City, 
he was caught and surrounded by 
10 police officers. He sprinted out of 
his car, and he carried his drugs in a 
bottle. In order to get rid of the evi-
dence, he threw the drug bottle at a 
tree 20 feet away. The drugs hit the 
top middle of the tree and bounced 
right back at him. The bottle landed 
next to him.
Blevins lied to the police about 
the ownership of the drugs, but they 
didn’t believe him, as he had lied to 
them before. For 10 days in the jail 
cell, he didn’t eat. He was so filled 
with shame and guilt that he couldn’t 
even call his parents.
“I wanted to die,” Blevins said.
While Blevins spent time in jail, his 
father contacted a man from their 
family church to meet with him. He 
asked Brian Blevins if he died right 
now, where would he go? That ques-
tion hit him hard, and he started 
weeping. The man prayed for him, 
and Brian asked God for forgiveness. 
After that, he felt lighter.
When the man left, Blevins stepped 
in the shower for the first time in 10 
days. He put his hands on the wall, 
closed his eyes and prayed.
Brian Blevins, general manager at Joe on the Go, loves to share his story to customers.
Photograph by Hannah Bolds
A local firefighter waves at the crowd as the fire engines advance down the streets of Upland.
“I’m here in this world for a minute,” Blevins 
said. “I want to expand God’s kingdom and 
give him all the glory as much as I can. I’m a 
vessel to be used by him.”
I am a vessel
for the first time. They sat with 
four other friends at The Bridge 
afterward, enjoying their morn-
ing accomplishment.
“It was fun to go and see the town, 
and it was a fun moment to engage 
in the community,” Burns said.
After the 5K, the parade began at 
the Eastbrook South campus at 10 
a.m. and ended at the Lions Club 
grounds about an hour later. Float 
participants made their own entry 
cards and threw candy. Some deco-
rated their floats, while others drove 
fancy cars full of people.
Airiel Stepp and her 3-year-old 
son Hunter sat on the sidewalk 
awaiting the beginning of the pa-
rade. Stepp’s 7-year-old stepdaugh-
ter, Allyson Stepp, rode a horse with 
the Wranglers. They live in Marion 
but come to Upland each year for the 
yard sales; this was their first year at 
the parade.
“Compared to Marion, they try to 
do a lot more family things,” Stepp 
said. “I really appreciate them 
thinking of those of us with small-
er children.”
Cindy Wright, district governor 
of the Upland Lions Club, told the 
Echo the Lions Club works with the 
Historical Society and the Fire De-
partment to put on the events for the 
festival. The celebration was origi-
nally one day, but as the communi-
ty grew and more people began to 
come, the festival evolved to encom-
pass an entire weekend. Either way, 
Wright is glad to be helping celebrate 
something like Labor Day in Upland.
“I’m helping people create mem-
ories of why they live in Upland,” 
Wright said. “The little ones have 
something to do and the old ones 
don’t have to sit at home and do 
nothing. Anytime anyone has activi-
ties they would like to see happen, let 
the Lions Club know. Just so people 
will pass along ideas, and it’ll help.”
echo@taylor.edu




Association offers a 
free bicycle tune-up
Hope Bolinger
Life & Times Co-Editor
“I have spent so long trying to fix my 
bike and gotten nowhere, and they 
made it good as new in five min-
utes,” sophomore Alyssa Roat said.
Roat arrived at the Upland Lions 
Club park to receive a treatment on 
her bicycle’s seat, handlebars and 
kickstand. When she pulled into the 
parking lot, the number of people in 
line — several from Taylor — sur-
prised her. Mike Falder, executive di-
rector of development estimated the 
volunteers fixed 20 bikes during the 
two-hour event from 1-3 on Saturday. 
Roat said the mechanics worked fast, 
mending a bicycle anywhere from 
five to 30 minutes.
Cyclists with broken bike chains or 
even those who wanted their training 
wheels removed such as one child, 
Roat recalls. The guests filtered 
through two stations upon their en-
trance to the event. The tune-up, 
Falder claimed, was busy through-
out the entire time it was running. 
Mechanics such as Mike Saunier and 
freshman Chase Christeson fixed bi-
cycles at the event.
Saunier said he enjoyed work-
ing on the bikes and sharing his 
expertise with others. Bringing 
20 years of repair experience to 
the table, he fixed a handful bi-
cycles at the event within the 
two hours.
The Upland Area Greenways As-
sociation (UAGA), with the help of 
Mike Guebert, Taylor Bike Kitch-
en and Wandering Wheels, formed 
this event for several reasons. For in-
stance, UAGA wanted to be a part of 
Upland’s 150th birthday through this 
function. Falder listed a few others:
“We wanted to serve the commu-
nity through a free bike repair and 
encourage healthy lifestyles. The big 
idea of the Upland Area Greenways 
Association is to create a system of 
bike and walking trails around Up-
land, but also connecting a trail 
to the Cardinal Greenway in both 
Jonesboro and Gaston.”
English Hall Director Julia Hurlow 
expressed her appreciation for the 
event after the mechanics lubricat-
ed her tire chain and adjusted her 
breaks. “I am very thankful for their 
bike skills and (being) willing to offer 
this service to the community,” Hur-
low said. Roat also attested to the 
mechanics’ finesse, asserting they 
knew what they were doing. 
Although Falder says the UAGA 
does not have a set date for another 
tune-up next year, both Hurlow and 
Roat encourage the Taylor communi-
ty to attend if the event does, in fact, 
take place in the future.
echo@taylor.edu
An outdoor coffeehouse 
and fundraiser
Hope Bolinger
Life & Times Co-Editor
“I thought that being adopted was my 
adoption story. I didn’t realize it was 
just the first chapter.”
Thus said Kerri Angell about the 
process that began 34 years ago 
when her parents adopted her and 
her three-month-old twin. Although 
she and her husband, Conor Angell, 
had always viewed adoption as a vi-
able way to start a family, the call-
ing for their family to add another 
member through this process mar-
inated slowly for Kerri Angell un-
til January, after the birth of their 
second child, when the “What if we 
adopt?” transformed into a “Why 
not?” question.
When Kerri Angell approached 
her husband with the proposal to 
adopt, he prayed and researched. 
He soon began running into adop-
tion stories around every corner. 
Through all these encounters, he 
felt at peace about the decision, 
and the couple began the first of 
four major steps in the process in 
March: the homestudy.
Persevering through mounds of pa-
perwork, which included items such 
as doctor approvals and 10 hours of 
adoption training, the couple has 
entered the final stages of the home-
study and will soon venture onto 
waiting for a referral. During this sec-
ond step, Kerri and Conor Angell will 
wait for a call that the international 
adoption agency has matched them 
with a child.
Amidst the overwhelming busy-
ness of the homestudy paperwork, 
the couple came up with idea 
of a fundraiser to help with the 
cost of the adoption, encouraged 
by friends.
“It started with our love of music,” 
Kerri Angell said.
The couple reached out to vari-
ous artists, particularly in the Tay-
lor community, to perform at the 
event. The Angells selected mem-
bers of Taylor because they believe 
this community has a particular 
heart for adoption. Some of the 
singers included Jeff Cramer, Matt 
DeLong, Joe Ricke, Jim Spiegel, 
Wengatz Hall Director Josh Cra-
ton, senior Erin Davis and Conor 
Angell himself.
Spiegel, who wrote a song for the 
event, encouraged students and 
faculty to attend Adopting an Angell.
“There is more musical talent 
among our faculty than they realize.”
The Alicia Keys “If I Ain’t Got You” 
performer Craton expressed thoughts 
along a similar vein. “The faculty at 
Taylor works really hard to support 
and care for their students, and this 
is a fun, easy way to give back,” Cra-
ton said. He asserted how the event 
offers an opportunity to participate in 
the community, rather than just being 
a part of it.
Conor Angell encouraged students 
to attend the event to see Taylor’s 
community show off their musical 
abilities, even if those who come do 
not know the Angells.
“It’s a performance really,” Connor 
Angell said. “It so happens that it’s to 
support the adoption.”
Having found several volun-
teers within Taylor’s borders, the 
couple also enlisted help from 
the community.
First, Ryan James, assistant pro-
fessor of art, and his wife, Sara, 
offered their house for the event’s lo-
cation. Then, the Angells branched 
out to local shops to contribute to 
a silent auction that will take place 
during the Sept. 15 event.
Vendors such as the Taylor 
bookstore, The Bridge, facepaint-
er Darlene Smithers, The Marion 
Philharmonic Orchestra, Lawson’s 
Nursery, Muncie Children’s Muse-
um and even Lowe’s contributed 
for the auction. Some items the at-
tendees can expect to find will be 
tickets from the Philharmonic Or-
chestra, homemade t-shirt quilts 
and baby moccasins, to name a few. 
Those who come can also expect 
to find various treats and coffee 
for sale.
For frugal members of the Taylor 
community, Davis still encouraged 
all to attend.
 “Don’t be afraid of coming if you 
feel like you can’t donate. If you can 
only afford the 3 dollar entrance fee, 
still come!”
She mentioned how students 
can also enjoy hearing their fel-
low peers perform outside of the 
typical show tunes and classi-
cal songs the music majors tend 
to showcase.
Whether to support the Angell 
family, adoption or local musicians, 
one can attend this event Sept. 15 
from 6-8 p.m. Adopting an Angell 
will be located outside the James’ 
house at 256 W. Spencer Ave. But, 
in the case of rain, the event will 
take place at UCC. Admission is $3 
and all who attend are encouraged 
to bring a chair or blanket.
echo@taylor.edu
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The “how” and “why” 
of a fall favorite
Hannah Stumpf
Life & Times Co-Editor
Senior Nolan Sponseller said “I 
grew up in small town Indiana so I 
think that small town festivals have 
a special place in my heart”. The 
festival to which Sponseller is re-
ferring to is this weekend’s Cum-
berland Covered Bridge festival, 
though most know it simply as 
“Matthews Bridge Fest.”
For many, this is a time for the 
Taylor and Grant County com-
munities to come together. Roger 
Richards, current festival chair-
man of 26 years said that in the 
early 2000s the jazz ensemble 
used to play a gig, and since then, 
the Taylor community has broad-
ened volunteers’ experiences by 
recruiting through Taylor World 
Outreach (TWO). These students 
have helped drive shuttles, picked 
up trash, served malts in the fa-
mous Lions Club trailer, stamped 
hands and completed a myriad of 
other activities.
Taylor volunteers impress Jim 
Slater, a local volunteer, with their 
effort and attitude.
 “I was so impressed with their 
hard working kindness and good 
cheer,” said Slater. “They would 
work at anything we asked them 
to do”.
Volunteering in the Bridge Fest 
has its own rewards. For Spon-
seller, it was being able to support 
his dorm’s housekeeper.
 “Last year when I was volunteer-
ing with some other Third Westers, 
we were able to find Joyce Davis, 
part of the Wengatz cleaning staff, 
and purchase some items from the 
booth she was in for her church.” 
Joyce was happy to introduce 
her church members to the resi-
dents that she has established re-
lationships with. Sponseller and his 
friends were able to purchase baked 
goods that she had made.
For many in the community, it 
reminds them of loved ones they 
have lost. Slater joined because he 
wanted to spend time with his uncle 
Doyte Kibbey — who recently passed 
away at 101 — by working together 
in the Lions Club’s frosted malt trail-
er. Richards’ father was involved in 
the Bridge Fest back in 1971, as well 
as the Lions Club, so Richards grew 
up in that environment.
The first time at such a signifi-
cant local event may be daunting. 
Luckily, Richards, Sponseller and 
Slater have some tips to share. Ar-
riving early to visit all of the ven-
dors and to secure a seat at the 
entertainment pavilion is import-
ant as well as wearing comfortable 
clothes and shoes appropriate for 
the weather, as most of the festival 
is held outdoors.
 “I would just say to have fun with 
where you’re at and who you are 
with. It may seem like a small task, 
but you really are making a differ-
ence,” said Sponseller.
New features at the Bridge Fest 
this year include 20 dollar helicop-
ter rides, an American Bikers Aimed 
Toward Education (ABATE) demon-
stration on motorcycle safety for 
children, a WWII veteran’s discus-
sion and book promotion and more 
craft vendors.
Of course, festival is almost syn-
onymous with food, so check out 
the beef and noodles at the United 
Methodist tent, snag a soft pretzel 
or tenderloin and of course, a Lions 
Club malt.
For more information regarding 
the festival, contact the TWO office 
or the Matthews Covered Bridge 
Festival Facebook page. Student 
Announcements on Taylor email 
also has contact information. Still 
on the fence? “Embrace that experi-
ence and participate in the learning 
process,” said Sponseller. “There are 
all kinds of nice people that attend 





The Angell family celebrates its newest member.
Sophomore Alyssa Roat poses with her mended bicycle.
Professional Palooza
Timeline of the event
From 7:30-9:30, Wednesday September 13th at the Boren Campus Center. It’s 
an open event where you can come and pick and choose what stations you 
want to visit. There’s no order necessarily.
Activities
Cover letter guides
Resume review: students can bring their resumes in and have the people 
from CCO review them and give them tips 
Free headshots - we’ll have a photographer where they can get a free 
professional headshot for their linkedin account 
Donut holes
Interview tips: tips on dress or tips on questions, we may have a list of 
questions that students may want to prepare (for an interview)
Business card station - students can learn about getting their own 
business card
LinkedIn station - students can learn to set up a linkedin account
CCO’s role in this event 
We are putting it on. It’s entirely a Calling and Career Office event. It’s an open 
market where students can see what the CCO is about and see what we offer. 
We’re trying to have every aspect of our office available to students if they 
have questions or need help with things. 
Information provided by:
Isaac Beaverson, Designer for 











“We better not go that way again,” 
young  James “Jimmy” Dean said to 
his cousin Eula Davis after the two 
narrowly escaped a swarm of bees. 
The two only children had taken 
a pony ride in the land surround-
ing Dean’s aunt’s home – until the 
bees came.
Davis, now 89, remembers fond-
ly the times she and Dean spent to-
gether as young children while their 
mothers would talk. Both were only 
children and grew up in neighboring 
towns, Fairmount and Jonesboro.
Once, Davis remembers Dean 
emerging from the Winslow – Dean’s 
aunt and uncle’s – home only to miss 
a porch step and fall face first on the 
ground. He began to laugh and Davis, 
concerned at first, began to join in 
the laughter.
“He was funny to be around, oh 
gosh,” Davis said.“You had to laugh 
when you heard him laugh. He was 
nothing like they portrayed him on 
the movies.”
Dean and his parents, Winton and 
Mildred, moved to Santa Monica, Cal-
ifornia and the cousins saw less of 
each other. When nine-year-old Dean 
returned after his mother’s death to 
live with his uncle and aunt, Marcus 
and Ortense Winslow, Davis remem-
bers seeing Dean less but treasuring 
the times he’d ride his bicycle over to 
her home.
Upon returning to Grant County, 
Dean became involved in sports, in-
cluding basketball and pole vaulting. 
He also became involved in the arts 
and debate club. Lenny Prussack, 
Manager of the James Dean Gallery 
Gift Shop, acknowledged Dean’s in-
volvement in many plays at Fairmount 
High School under the leadership of 
Adeline Nall, a drama teacher who 
proved to be instrumental in Dean’s 
acting. Dean went on the win the 
Grant County Voice of Youth award for 
a dramatic reading of Charles Dicken’s 
“A Madman’s Manuscript” – a reading 
beginning with a visceral yell.
Davis remembers the first time she 
and her family saw Dean’s films. Their 
family was given a private viewing of 
“East of Eden”. Toward the end of the 
film, Dean portrayed an older man, 
a man whom his family believed to 
be his uncle. The resemblance be-
tween Dean and his uncle in the scene 
was so striking that Davis remem-
bers their family collectively gasp at 
the premiere.
“You couldn’t believe it was him up 
there,” Davis said. “He was still Jimmy. 
We were all so proud of him. We al-
ways thought of how proud his moth-
er would be of him.”
To Davis, Dean was always “Jimmy.” 
To Dorothy Schultz, a volunteer at the 
Fairmount Historical Museum, he be-
came the reason people wear jeans 
and Converse shoes today – a ciga-
rette-smoking, iconic leather jacket 
wearing, 50’s American icon – the face 
of “Rebel Without a Cause”.
Prussack grew up in New York but 
moved to Fairmount after experienc-
ing the James Dean festival and de-
veloping a passion for Dean – his life 
and work.
“I like Elvis, Marilyn Monroe, old 
movies and old cars,” Prussack said. 
For him, The James Dean Gallery 
became a natural job fit. Today, he’s 
worked at the gallery for 29 years 
and is still surprised at the number 
of visitors worldwide who come to 
Fairmount each year to learn more 
of Dean’s legacy.
Davis believes people from the 
Grant County area are more fo-
cused on people than money and 
accolades. When someone who sup-
ports the community does well as 
was the case with Dean, the whole 
town celebrates. 
Driving through Fairmount, the 
community pride for Dean is still ev-
ident – the James Dean Gallery and 
Fairmount Historical Museum pay 
tribute to Dean as does the commu-
nity water tower featuring Dean’s por-
trait on the side.
The Fairmount Lions Club pur-
chased and preserved the former 
Fairmount High School stage – Dean’s 
first stage. On September 23 at noon, 
the stage will be dedicated by Mar-
cus Winslow – Dean’s cousin, J. David 
Nall – Adeline Nall’s son and Judy Sol-
ms – member of the Fairmount Town 
Council. The new home of the stage 
will be the pavillion at Play Acres Park 
in Fairmount.
The 2017 James Dean festival will 
occur Sept. 21-24. The festival, a free 
event, will include a car show, pa-
rade, street vendors, carnival rides, 
James Dean lookalike contest and 
live music.
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“He was funny to be around, oh gosh,” Davis 
said. “You had to laugh when you heard him 
laugh. He was nothing like they portrayed 
him on the movies.”
Laughter without a cause
September 8, 2017
Peyton Nill‏ @peytonnill 
"At state school everyone was 
from Indiana. At Taylor I meet 
people from weird places like 
New Jersey" -Jay Kesler, Gift to 
Mankind #tayloru
Olivia Miller‏ @OliiviaaMillerr
I have never before felt honored 
to live in Muncie like I did when 
Jay Kesler said he defended 
our city. Where's his statue??  
#tayloru
Graham Brown‏ @MrBrown_CanMoo 
America may run on 
@DunkinDonuts but student 
teachers run on very little sleep. 
#tayloru
Sarah Wright‏ @sarah_wright15  
I hear IWU is having a luau today... 
how original #tayloru #wediditfirst
Tyler Kempton‏ @TylerKempton12  
Overhearing two people talk 
about the intricacies of men and 
women “purpling” is as Taylor as 
it gets #tayloru
Anna Ruth Sezonov  
@annaruthsezonov 
How is it that I missed ONE day 
of classes the FIRST week of 
school and I'm already SO far 
behind???? #tayloru
Becca Robb @becca_robb
My roommate's sister is giving 
birth today. Labor day. #tayloru
Grace Todd‏ @gtodd135
I saw someone I knew and 
yelled "do you know who I am" 
and some guy walked past and 





Come out to the game tomorrow night to see these ladies 
#pinchmeplease #isthisreallyhappening #tayloru
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Laughter without a cause
Biweekly comic
Eula Davis remembers her cousin “Jimmy” 
and his infectious laughter.
Dean’s iconic image – seemingly far from his true self.
A&E 6
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“Because when people start talking to each 





Bill Johnson, pastor of Bethel 
Church, said, “If for no other rea-
son than this, we worship God be-
cause He is worthy.”
It is no secret that worship is a key 
“We value authenticity, effective leadership, participa-
tion, excellence and each other. We must love.”
Photograph by Abigail Roberts
Rylie Harrison  
Staff Writer
Meet this year’s chapel bands! 
Packing Light Book Cover
“Sing to the Lord, all the earth. Declare His salvation day 
after day. Declare His glory among the nations, His marvel-
ous deeds among all peoples.”- 1 Chronicles 16:23-24
“Teamwork makes the dream work.”
“Our goal is to invite the student body to join us in authen-
tic musical worship that is completely focused on Christ.”
“How good and pleasant it is when God’s peo-
ple live together in unity.”- Psalm 133:1
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Behind the curtain
A new semester means new stories 
to be told by the Taylor theater de-
partment. This season promises an 
intriguing blend of timeless classics 
and modern issues.
The first production of the sea-
son will be “Clybourne Park” by 
Bruce Norris, a modern look at 
race relations.
For this play, director Tracy Man-
ning set up a collaboration with the 
Office of Intercultural Programs, 
headed by Felicia Case.
“I am not the expert on campus 
about race relations and these is-
sues,” Manning said. “Because (of 
that) I didn’t want to travel this road 
alone . . . I need her (Case’s) perspec-
tive. I need her thoughtfulness. I need 
the way she approaches the subject 
with students.”
Manning and Case began working 
with members of other departments 
early in the summer. Currently, the 
cast is two weeks into production.
Felicia’s main role includes help-
ing the actors process what they’re 
feeling both in rehearsals and in pri-
vate conversations.
Case praised the script and its 
themes. She said, “It’s not about 
just one thing. It really is broader 
than that.  It ... is a great play be-
cause it does not make the issue so 
black and white. You get to see the 
lives of people and the way they re-
ally are. Nobody’s life is one dimen-
sional; they’re complicated.”
Manning responded in a similar 
way, stating, “I think the play invites 
us to see ourselves and other people 
in the complicated way we are made.”
With this play, both Case and 
Manning hope to inspire conversa-
tions on race and diversity within 
the Taylor community.
Case’s biggest hope is that people 
will just talk about it. “Go see it and 
then talk. Because when people start 
talking to each other, that’s when 
things can happen,” Case said.
To help start such conversations, 
talk-backs will be held after ev-
ery performance.
“Really, my only desire is that there’s 
some space created where people can 
have . . . conversations and can see 
themselves in a fresh light, in a new 
way,” Manning said. 
“Clybourne Park” will be performed 
Sept. 29-Oct. 1.
Yet that is not the only production 
audiences can look forward to. On 
Nov. 10-19, the Taylor theater will be 
putting on the classic romance “Cyra-
no de Bergerac” by Edmond Rostand.
“Cyrano” director Terrance Volden 
currently serves as the technical di-
rector within the theater.
“It’s kind of a learning experience for 
me; a resume builder. But also a lot of 
the skills needed to pull off the show . 
. . are in my wheelhouse,” Volden said.
This classic tale focuses on the 
immensely talented poet Cyrano de 
Bergerac, who is cursed with a hid-
eously large nose. Cyrano falls in love 
with the beautiful Roxane, yet he is 
fearful that she will not accept him 
because of his appearance. The en-
suing story delivers romance, adven-
ture and comedy.
“Definitely the biggest theme of 
Cyrano is the fact that beauty — in-
ner beauty — is often more important 
than outer beauty,” said Volden.
Volden goes on to say, “The play-
wright who wrote it, what he want-
ed people to walk away with was not 
only the inner beauty thing, but see-
ing that a journey towards an ideal 
is sometimes more important and 
more life changing than reaching 
that ideal.”
To accompany its timeless themes, 
“Cyrano” also delivers plenty of 
laughs and adventure.
“I think comedy helps us to step 
away from the super serious and dra-
matic side of life,” Volden said. “When 
you have a comedy that kind of deals 
with deeper meanings, making it 
lighter kind of helps the audience to 
digest those ideas.”
Currently, the production is still in 
the conceptual stage, with auditions 
having taken place this last week.
Two such different productions 
invite a broad spectrum of expe-
riences for audiences. Don’t miss 
these opportunities!
echo@taylor.edu
Packing Light by Allison 
Vesterfelt - Book Review
Megan Alms  
Contributor
When asked what she would do with 
her life if she didn’t have to worry 
about money, Allison Vesterfelt re-
sponds, “I would drive across the 
country and write a book about it.” 
But you can’t just leave everything to 
live out your dream . . . or can you?
That’s just what her friend Sharaya 
Mikael convinces her to do. Mikael 
books singing gigs at local hangouts, 
and Vesterfelt blogs about their ad-
ventures. When they combine their 
talents, the two friends hop in a car 
and set out to tour all 50 states in 
one year. When you have to fit your 
whole life into one tiny car, you have 
to learn to pack light.
Reading Vesterfelt’s true story in-
spired me to think up my own ad-
ventures I could take. I took this 
book wherever I went until I fin-
ished it and found myself at the 
end in only a couple of days. Ves-
terfelt’s tone was personal and even 
brutally honest when it needed to 
be. She explores the uncertainties 
in life, and though she doesn’t solve 
them, she learns that uncertainty is 
inevitable and survivable.
I did have a couple of issues with 
this book. The entire trip was pret-
ty reckless. Vesterfelt and Mikael 
did their best to plan ahead, but 
still found themselves in some 
questionable situations. (The trav-
elers never really consider “strang-
er danger” as a threat.) Of course, 
much of what could be perceived as 
recklessness came from their faith 
in God. But, I often felt like God 
was looked to as a convenience 
rather than a friend or stronghold.
This book was not a manual or 
self-help guide so much as it was 
a journal of events and thoughts. 
Still, I found the tale to be fascinat-
ing and engaging. I would certainly 
recommend this book to new adults 
in their early to mid-20s as a light-
hearted and inspirational story.
echo@taylor.edu
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A closer look at Taylor’s 
upcoming plays
way to connect to the heart of God and 
return to Him the glory due his name.
As we welcome in this new year, 
we also want to welcome our 2017 
Chapel Bands, each of whom are de-
siring to create a dynamic and in-
timate atmosphere through their 
worship. Inviting each of us, stu-
dents, faculty and staff, one step 
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OPINIONS
“Knowing the conflict, how do I live my everyday 
life in a way that brings racial reconciliation?” 
Our wound: a white kid’s questions on 
racial reconciliation
Photograph provided by Unsplash
The Echo’s                        
bi-weekly editorial
The Echo Editorial Board
Board of Editors
Earlier this week, the White House 
changed the legal status of more 
than 800,000 young adults living in 
this country. The Deferred Action for 
Childhood Arrivals (DACA) program 
is no more.
President Obama drafted the DACA 
program in 2012 to shelter from de-
portation and unemployment those 
who came to the United States as chil-
dren. It was designed as a temporary 
placeholder to ensure children of ille-
gal immigrants were not punished for 
their parents’ choices, at least until 
the Development, Relief, and Educa-
tion for Alien Minors (DREAM) Act — 
first introduced in 2001 — was passed 
to give them a path to citizenship.
Sixteen years later, the DREAM 
Act never passed, leaving 800,000 
“dreamers” with only temporary 
Our wound: a white kid’s 
questions on racial reconciliation




I am a white male. Growing up, I 
lived in several different states, but 
each place was basically a subur-
ban white middle-class neighbor-
hood. I was homeschooled, which, 
for all its benefits, limited my un-
derstanding of mainstream culture. 
I always knew racism was wrong. I 
never understood racial tensions, 
because I myself never knowingly 
met a racist.
Last year’s events included my 
freshman year at Taylor, the contin-
ued rise of Black Lives Matter and the 
2016 presidential election. This sum-
mer was Charlottesville. Over the past 
year, I’ve heard more about racial ten-
sions than I’d ever heard before. And 
it was hard. It is hard.
Hearing the pain, frustration and 
anger of so many people and feeling 
that I was the object of those emo-
tions made me experience white 
guilt like I’d never experienced it be-
fore. Part of me was eager to under-
stand others, but part of me felt very 
hurt. I haven’t done these things. Why 
am I being blamed for what others 
have done?
After these initial experiences, I’ve 
had time to think, but that doesn’t 
mean I understand. If I say anything 
in this article that is naive or insensi-
tive, forgive me. Sometimes, you have 
to ask some stupid questions before 
you find the right answer.
My question is, “how?” Knowing 
of the conflict, how do I live my ev-
eryday life in a way that brings ra-
cial reconciliation? I’ve heard chapel 
messages that decried racist evils, 
but I’ve heard very little that spec-
ified solutions. So many don’ts and 
so few do’s.
It’s like having a wound with a dirty 
old bandage. We need to go through 
the pain and ugliness of removing the 
old before we replace it with the new. 
It just feels like the old bandage has 
never been replaced, and all we’re do-
ing is staring at the wound.
What should I be doing to heal it? 
I don’t know.
I feel powerless. Do black people 
want me as a friend? Why do all the 
black people sit together? I cannot 
join. I am not one of them.
I’m learning that black people have 
a separate subculture and a distinct 
identity. They have a pride in their 
heritage and their culture they do 
not want to give up. Is that why they 
hold back?
I ’ve been naive, honestly. I 
thought we were in a melting pot, 
but we’re more like a tossed salad. 
Still, whether we’re a melting pot 
citizenship, that of the DACA pro-
gram. This brings us to Tuesday of 
this week, when President Trump or-
dered the end of the DACA program 
with a six month delay, prodding law-
makers to reconsider the DREAM Act, 
and threatening dreamers with de-
portation come March.
To put this in perspective, the av-
erage age at which a DACA recipi-
ent crossed over the border was six 
years old. Program recipients had no 
choice, and they know no other home 
— many have lived here for decades. 
They are Americans lacking the prop-
er citizenship paperwork, waiting on 
a broken legislative branch.
Research into the DACA program 
consistently demonstrated DACA re-
cipients are the kind of young adults 
who make America better. They are 
financially stable, educated and en-
trepreneurial. A criminal record dis-
qualifies potential applicants. They 
are exceptional people deserving of 
American citizenship. (Research links 
are provided in the online edition of 
The Echo.)
And, according to a poll from Morn-
ing Consult, 95 percent of Democrats 
and 75 percent of Republicans sup-
port their right to live in America. 
Congress failed dreamers. President 
Obama’s DACA order gave them hope, 
but 16 years of futile partisan politics 
kept 800,000 people from the path 
to permanent citizenship. And now, 
DACA is being rescinded.
Those who critique DACA talk of 
President Obama’s executive over-
reach in establishing the program. It’s 
the cited reason why the program was 
taken away. But the rescindment of 




Malala Yousafzai was an advocate for 
education from a young age. At age 11 
she gave a speech entitled, “How dare 
the Taliban take away my basic right 
to education?” In the few years follow-
ing that speech, she was targeted by 
the Taliban for speaking out for girls’ 
education. She believes so deeply in 
the importance of education that even 
after a Taliban attack that almost led 
to her death and threats that are still 
aimed towards her today, she contin-
ues to be a tireless advocate for the 66 
million girls worldwide who are de-
prived of education.
This weekend, I had the privilege 
of hearing Malala speak about ed-
ucation and the global refugee re-
sponse at DePauw University. Malala 
spoke with courage, conviction and 
great compassion. One thing that 
struck me was her belief in the ne-
cessity of investing in education 
rather than war. She believes that 
the most effective things that can 
fight terrorism are education and di-
alogue. When children are provid-
ed with secure places to grow and 
learn, she believes this helps prevent 
them from turning to extremism. She 
does not support governments pour-
ing billions of dollars toward war 
funding when they could instead 
pour resources towards preventa-
tive measures such as education for 
vulnerable children.
Malala is the youngest ever No-
bel Peace Prize laureate, and in her 
acceptance speech she inquired, 
“Why is it that countries which we 
call strong are so powerful in creat-
ing wars but are so weak in bringing 
peace? Why is it that giving guns is so 
easy, but giving books is so hard? Why 
is it that making tanks is so easy, but 
building schools is so hard?”
On her Malala Fund website, she 
wrote that if the whole world stopped 
spending money on the military for just 
eight days, there would be $39 billion 
dollars. That money could provide 12 
years of free, quality education to ev-
ery child on the planet. To put this in 
perspective, in 2015, military expendi-
tures accounted for about 54 percent of 
the U.S. discretionary spending, accord-
ing to The National Priorities Project. In 
contrast, education accounted for only 
six percent of the budget. 
She challenges world leaders who 
believe that it is sufficient for chil-
dren in developing countries to only 
become literate and not further their 
education, while their own children 
are studying algebra, mathematics, 
science and physics. 
Malala is also deeply concerned 
about the refugee crisis and commit-
ted to their opportunities for educa-
tion. There is an enormous need for 
the education of about half a million 
refugees in Turkey, Jordan and Leba-
non who have been displaced since 
childhood, and people like Malala 
are stepping up to meet that need. 
She urges us to focus on the human-
ity of children in crisis and to take 
action, responding not only to their 
most basic needs, but their needs as 
whole people. On her 18th birthday, 
she opened a school to educate 200 
Syrian refugee girls in Lebanon.
Malala is a visionary and a peace-
maker, and she is not content to 
Books instead of bullets
The end of DACA is a humanitarian concern
or a salad, shouldn’t we ingredients 
work together?
Are we not united in Christ? Can’t 
we come together and learn to love 
each other, just as Jews and Gentiles 
did in the early church? There were 
wounds there too.
What should we do with our wound? 
White people may be cautious about 
removing the old bandage, but we 
shouldn’t ignore the wound, leaving 
it to fester. Black people may be eager 
to remove the old bandage, but we 
shouldn’t prod the wound, deepening 
its scar. It’s hard to apologize for some-
thing so immense. It’s hard to forgive 
something that will never be forgotten. 
Somehow, we must.
How can we heal? The only answer 
I know is to ask more questions.
echo@taylor.edu
simply accept the inequalities and 
injustices in the world. When she 
was asked this weekend what one of 
her biggest achievements was, she re-
sponded by saying that she will not 
see her work as a true achievement 
until she sees all children receiving 
an education. 
We have much to learn from leaders 
such as Malala and her faithful and 
zealous response to desperate needs 
in the world. What would it look like 
for more young people to boldly act 
on their convictions? What would the 
world look like if we turned to con-
versation instead of conflict, and to 
books instead of bullets?
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the DACA program was not a legal ne-
cessity; it is a humanitarian concern. 
These are real people. They did not 
choose to come here, but they have 
improved their communities by being 
here. They are our neighbors.
Therefore, it is with great passion 
that The Echo Editorial Board de-
nounces the rescindment of the DACA 
program. The Trump administration 
has cast the shadow of deportation 
over our neighbors; we vow, instead, 
to welcome the stranger.
Our representatives in Washing-
ton have precisely six months to pass 
legislation protecting dreamers be-
fore the program is phased out com-
pletely. There’s a potentially simple fix 
to this. Unfortunately, our legislators 
do not have a very good track record.
What can you do to help? As it 
turns out, a lot.
America is a representative democ-
racy — it is literally the job of lawmak-
ers to listen to their constituents. 
Want a simple, tangible way to love 
your neighbor as yourself ? Let your 
representatives know you care about 
dreamers. We have six months.
echo@taylor.edu
Three easy steps to connect with your legislator!
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Find out who your
representatives are:
usa.gov/elected-officials   or
whoismyrepresentative.com   or
govtrack.us
Pick up the phone and
call each of them:
You can find contact information
for their offices on their website.
Ask your representative to
support a legislative replacement 
for DACA:
It is their job to represent you.
This is democracy in action.
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How many years has Don Taylor been the head 
coach for men’s tennis?




Last Saturday, Taylor’s football 
team tackled their way to victory in 
their 2017 campaign opener against 
Malone. The final score — 28–21 — 
was a good way to kick off the season, 
but there are certainly improvements 
to be made.
“Every layer of offense and defense 
contributed to the win,” said head 
coach Ron Korfmacher. “But by the 
same token, everybody has improve-
ments to make.”
One of these improvements is bet-
ter execution. The defense let Malone 
score on their first drive, giving their 
Athlete of the Week
Becca Gerig
Favorite pump up song “Bird Machine” — DJ Snake
Year Senior
Position Outside hitter
If you could play 
another sport Gymnastics
Funniest teammate Ashley Harrell
Photograph by Brad Timmerman
A. 15            B. 17            C. 20        D. 23
Check back next week for the answer! Last weeks answer: C
Becca Gerig
fans false hopes of a victory. Howev-
er, the Trojans redeemed themselves 
by letting grit and the motivation to 
play as a team push them to recover 
a fumble and turn it into seven points 
on the scoreboard.
The score remained tied until just 
before halftime, when Taylor had a 
98-yard drive to the end zone.
This 98-yard drive wasn’t the end 
of the Trojan performance. Taylor 
went on to score two more touch-
downs, making the score 28–7. 
However, after they scored four un-
answered touchdowns, the pres-
sure to keep the lead was now on 
the defense.
“The defense gave up points really 
early, but the offense scored and had 
our back,” said junior Tyler Gerig. “I 
think that gave us the confidence to 
move forward and know that it was 
under control.”
According to Korfmacher, as the 
season progresses, the offense and 
defense need to continue to rely on 
each other to ensure each game is a 
team effort.
Confidence that the offense would 
have their back was exactly what 
the Trojan defense needed. The Pi-
oneers were held at a mere 7 points 
until they answered with anoth-
er two touchdowns near the end of 
the game.
Although the score was tight, the 
players were able to play level-head-
ed football, which helped them de-
feat Malone.
Turner Stadium held a near-ca-
pacity crowd. The large crowd con-
tributed to the energy. The team 
expects more of this this season.
“The atmosphere of the game was 
awesome,” said senior Grant Hohl-
bein. “We had a great turnout of fans, 
and we love to see that.”
Trojan football is on a bye week 
this week. Taylor every year has a 
bye week, which is a week where 
they have no game and are giv-
en more time to prepare for their 
next game.
The team is encouraged by their 
performance this weekend, but each 
practice needs to be better than the 
last so they can compete with the up-
coming opponents.
This week, the team will be focus-
ing on fundamentals such as ball se-
curity, tackling and blocking. Once 
the simple fundamental errors are 
polished, the team will start focusing 
Junior Daniel Boy and the Taylor football team opened up the season with a 28–21 victory over Malone on Saturday.
Trojans pounce on Tigers
Taylor dominates 




Taylor’s women’s soccer team has 
no patience when it comes to be-
ing successful. The Trojans started 
out the season with three victories 
in the first four games. This week, 
they were moved up to No. 17 in the 
national poll.
 The team started the season at 
No. 22 and proved they deserve to 
be ranked higher. Additionally, ju-
nior Bailey Zehr was named Cross-
roads League Women’s Soccer 
Offensive Player of the Week.
 The Trojans’ latest victory en-
tailed a 3–1 rout of Campbells-
ville. Zehr scored within the first 
two minutes of the first half. In the 
second half, the Trojans wasted 
no time, scoring two goals in the 
first six minutes. On defense, Tay-
lor held Campbellsville scoreless for 
63 minutes until they scored their 
lone goal.
 “Something that’s helped us a lot 
is the depth of our defense,” sopho-
more Hannah Waltz said. “We lost 
two key players, but we also have 
people that could jump in and defi-
nitely fill in. We have a freshman, 
Reyna (Williams), that’s just been 
lights out.”
 Despite the Campbellsville game 
being the second game in two days 
for Taylor, the team still held their 
ground. According to senior Megan 
Kammer, back-to-back game days 
took a toll on their bodies.
 However, one of the Trojans 
strengths thus far is defense. In 
the first four games, the Trojans 
allowed three total goals. This al-
lowed the offense to generate addi-
tional shot attempts. For instance, 
against Campbellsville, the Trojans 
outshot Tigers 17–6.
“When the offense gets off to a 
quick start, the defense gets in-
tense,” said head coach Scott Stan. 
“They’re all very good players back 
there, but the fact that they don’t 
have to think ‘if we ever get scored 
on we’re going to lose.’ They can just 
go, ‘Hey we’ve got this,’ and it actu-
ally allows them to play better be-
cause there’s not stress about every 
play. They’re just much more confi-
dent in what they can do.”
 Even so, Waltz and Kammer both 
feel as if they need to improve on 
their defense. They realize the of-
fense has been benefiting from 
the defense, but want to continue 
to improve and continue to help 
the offense.
 “When the 
offense gets off 
to a quick start, 
the defense gets 
intense,” said head 
coach Scott Stan.
Junior Bailey Zehr won the Crossroads League 
Women’s Soccer Offensive Player of the Week.
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Football wraps up close victory
Hometown Archbold, Ohio
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on their next opponent — Butler 
University. Kickoff is set for 6:30 p.m. 
on Sept. 16 in Indianapolis.
echo@taylor.edu
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Columbia ended Taylor’s perfect 
season Wednesday, as the Trojans 
went down 1–0. This was the first 
game this season where the Trojans 
failed to score a goal.
Columbia is No. 5 in the nation, 
and Taylor was the underdog in this 
matchup. The Trojans still man-
aged to outshoot them 10–9. Stan 
feels frustrated Taylor did not get 
the results they wanted, since he 
knows the Trojans are as good as 
the Cougars.
During the game on Wednesday, 
he never perceived Columbia as be-
ing overwhelmingly better than Tay-
lor. In his eyes, there is no separation 
between Columbia and Taylor.
 The Trojans will bounce back to 
play Indiana Tech today at Turner 
Stadium. This game will be the fourth 
game in a row they play at home. The 
game is set to start at 7 p.m.
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“We lost two key players, but we also have 
people that could jump in and definitely fill 
in. We have a freshman, Reyna (Williams), 
that’s just been lights out.”
Trojans pounce on Tigers
